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Closing Loops With a Virtual Sensor
Based on Monocular SLAM
Rodrigo Munguía and Antoni Grau
Abstract—Monocular simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) techniques implicitly estimate camera ego-motion while
incrementally building a map of the environment. In monocular
SLAM, when the number of features in the system state increases,
maintaining a real-time operation becomes very difficult. How-
ever, it is easy to remove old features from the state to maintain
a stable computational cost per frame. If features are removed
from the map, then previously mapped areas cannot be recog-
nized to minimize the robot’s drift; alternatively, in the context
of a real-time virtual sensor that emulates typical sensors as
laser for range measurements and encoders for dead reckoning,
this limitation should not be a problem. In this paper, a novel
framework is proposed to build in real time a consistent map of
the environment using the virtual-sensor estimations. At the same
time, the proposed approach allows minimizing the drift of the
camera-robot position. Experiments with real data are presented
to show the performance of this frame of work.
Index Terms—Autonomous vehicles, computer vision, distrib-
uted estimation, robot vision systems, virtual sensors (VSs).
I. INTRODUCTION
THE ONLINE robot position estimation from measure-ments of self-mapped features is a class of problem
known, in the robotics community, as the simultaneous local-
ization and mapping (SLAM) problem, which is one of the most
common affecting robotics. SLAM consists of increasingly
building a consistent map of the environment and, at the same
time, localizing the robot’s position while exploring its world.
SLAM is one of the most active research fields in robotics,
with excellent results obtained during the last years, but until
recently, it was mainly restricted to the use of laser range-finder
sensors and, predominantly, to build 2-D maps (see [1] and [2]
for a recent review).
Cameras have become more and more interesting for the
robotic research community as sensors, because they yield a
lot of information. It is a sensor from which 3-D information
can be extracted. Even for indoor robots whose pose can be
represented in 2-D, the ability to gather 3-D information on
the environment is essential. Cameras are well adapted for
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embedded systems: they are light, cheap, and power saving.
As computational power grows, an inexpensive camera can be
used to simultaneously perform range- and appearance-based
sensing, by replacing typical sensors such as laser and sonar
rings for range measurement and encoders for dead reckoning.
Nevertheless, more complex monocular pseudostereo-vision
systems have been used as a robot’s sensor [3]. A wide variety
of algorithms can be obtained from the vision research commu-
nity to extract high-level primitives from the image and match
them with primitives stored in the map, thus allowing reliable
data association. This is one the most important problems to
solve in SLAM.
In this context, the 6-DOF monocular camera case (monoc-
ular SLAM) possibly represents the harder variant of SLAM.
Monocular SLAM is closely related to the structure-from-
motion (SFM) problem of reconstructing scene geometry. SFM
techniques [4], [5] have successfully been used for recovering
camera position and scene structure. However, the SFM tech-
niques coming from the vision community research have been
formulated as offline algorithms and required batch simulta-
neous processing of all the images acquired in the sequence.
In contrast to SFM approaches that rely on global nonlinear
optimization, recursive estimation methods allow an online
operation, which is highly desirable for a SLAM system. Some
hybrid techniques (SFM–Kalman filtering), as quoted in [6],
which is based on stereo vision, have also appeared. Neverthe-
less, some of the drawbacks (in a purely robotic context) of
these methods remain due to the global optimization nature of
the SFM methods.
In recent years, monocular SLAM approaches [7]–[9] have
shown good results in real-time 6-DOF camera pose and ori-
entation estimation, as well as in building 3-D maps of 50–100
sparse features. Several important improvements to the robust-
ness of this kind of methods have also appeared [10]–[12].
There are also some recent approaches for increasing the
amount of features in the map maintaining a real-time operation
[13], [14]. Nevertheless, two of the main challenges at this
moment are probably the use of these methods for applications
that require more features in the map and the closing of loops
with a big drift in the estimation.
In an authors’ recent work [15], a new kind of feature
initialization called delayed inverse-depth feature initialization
is proposed to increase the robustness of monocular SLAM
methods, when a reference is used to recover the metric scale
of the environment. In that sense, a new method to recover the
scale is additionally proposed. In monocular SLAM methods
such as those referred to in [7] and [8], in which the number
of features in the system is increasing, maintaining a real-time
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operation becomes very difficult. Therefore, the map size is
limited to typically around 100 features, reducing the working
area of these methods. These authors’ previous work also shows
that it is easy to remove old features from the state to maintain a
stable computational cost per frame and, therefore, a real-time
operation. Moreover, if features are removed from the map, then
previously mapped areas cannot be recognized in the future,
and loops cannot be detected. Therefore, the implicit drift in
the estimations cannot be minimized. Nevertheless, a modified
monocular SLAM method to maintain a stable computational
operation can be viewed as a complex real-time “virtual sensor”
(VS), which provides appearance-based sensing and emulates
typical sensors such as laser for range measurements and en-
coders for dead reckoning (visual odometry).
The aim of this work is to show that a VS based on monocular
SLAM can be used as the basis for building a consistent and
larger map of the environment, even when using a single camera
as the only sensory input.
A distributed scheme is proposed, where a classic SLAM
method is plugged into the VS (decoupled from the camera’s
frame rate) to build and to maintain the global map and final
camera pose. In our implementation, both estimation processes,
the VS and the classic SLAM [called in this work as global
SLAM (GS)], concurrently run in different local network PCs
communicated by a Transmission Control Protocol (TCP)/IP.
In a very recent work [16], a submapping technique for build-
ing maps over large camera trajectories has been presented.
By applying such technique, real-time collected submaps are
processed offline for refinements and closing-loop detection
using an iterated Kalman filter. This method and the presented
one in this paper share the idea of using an extra estimation
process for building the final map. In addition, the architecture
of the method proposed in this work is different from [16]
among other aspects, because it looks for a fully concurrent and
continuous online estimation of the global map.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II describes the
VS based on monocular SLAM. Section III explains why a
typical monocular SLAM method cannot be well suited for
solving the whole problem when the trajectory of the camera
requires a vast number of natural landmarks in the map or
whenever there is a drift in the estimation. Section IV describes
the GS. Section V exposes experimental results with real data.
Finally, conclusions are presented in Section VI.
II. VS BASED ON MONOCULAR SLAM
A. Six-DOF Monocular Slam
An unconstrained constant-velocity camera motion predic-
tion model can be defined by the following equation [7], [17]:
fv =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
rWCk+1
qWCk+1
vWk+1
ωWk+1
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎣
rWCk +
(
vWk + V
W
k
)
Δt
qWCk × q
((
ωWk + Ω
W
)
Δt
)
vWk + V
W
ωWk + Ω
W
⎤
⎥⎥⎦ (1)
with q((ωWk + ΩW )Δt) being the quaternion defined by the
rotation vector (ωWk + ΩW )Δt. At every step, it is assumed that
there is an unknown linear and angular velocity with accelera-
Fig. 1. Six-DOF monocular SLAM camera and features parameterization.
tion zero-mean and known-covariance Gaussian processes aW
and αW , producing an impulse of linear and angular velocity:
V W = aW Δt and ΩW = αW Δt. The superscripts W and WC
denote magnitudes expressed in world reference and camera
reference, respectively. The camera state xˆv is defined by
xˆv = [ rWC qWC vW ωW ]T (2)
where rWC = [x, y, z] represents the optical center position
of the camera, qWC = [q0, q1, q2, q3] represents the camera
orientation by a quaternion, and vW = [vx, vy, vz] and ωW =
[ωx, ωy, ωz] denote linear and angular velocities, respectively.
These terms are the same as those used in (1). An ex-
tended Kalman filter (EKF) propagates the camera pose and
the velocity estimates, as well as the feature estimates. The
complete state that includes the features yˆ consists of xˆ =
[xˆTv , yˆ
T
1 , . . . , yˆ
T
n ]
T
, where a feature yˆi represents a point i in
the 3-D scene defined by the following 6-D state vector:
yˆi = [xi, yi, zi, θi, ϕi, ρi] (3)
which models the 3-D point located at
[xi, yi, zi]T + (1/ρi)m(θi, ϕi) (4)
where xi, yi, and zi are the optical center coordinates of the
camera in which the feature was first observed, and θi and
ϕi represent the azimuth and the elevation (in relation to the
world reference W ) for the directional unitary vector m(θi, ϕi).
The point depth ri along the ray is coded by its inverse ρi =
1/ri, as quoted in [8]. Fig. 1 illustrates the camera and feature
parameterization.
The different locations of the camera, along with the location
of the already-mapped features, are used to predict the feature
position hi. The model observation of a point yˆi from a camera
location defines a ray expressed in the camera frame as
hC = [hx, hy, hz]
=RCW
(
[xi, yi, zi]T +(1/ρi)m(θi, ϕi)−rWC
) (5)
where hC is observed by the camera through its projection in
the image. RCW is the transformation matrix from the global
reference frame to the camera reference frame. The projection
is modeled by using a full-perspective wide-angle camera. The
active feature search [18] is constrained to elliptical regions
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Fig. 2. Saliency operator is used to detect points of interest to initialize new
features yˆi. When yˆi is initialized, descriptors are extracted from a p× p pixel
patch centered in yˆi and associated to a feature.
around the predicted hi. The elliptical regions are defined by
the innovation covariance matrix
Si = HiPk+1HTi + R (6)
where Hi is the Jacobian of the sensor model with respect to the
state, Pk+1 is the prior state covariance, and the measurements
z are assumed to be corrupted by zero-mean Gaussian noise
with covariance R. The initialization of new features (delayed
inverse-depth method) and recovering the metric scale of the
world are widely explained in [15].
B. Adapting Monocular SLAM as a VS
To adapt a monocular SLAM method as a VS as the de-
scribed above, the sensor must be modified to maintain a stable
computational cost per frame. When a new feature is initialized
(Fig. 2) in the VS, the proposed approach is to apply some
of the saliency operators used in most mono-SLAM methods
(Shi–Tomasi, Canny, etc.) and to extract n speeded-up-robust-
feature (SURF) descriptors di from a p× p patch centered in
the point detected by the saliency operator [19]. All extracted
descriptors are stored and related to with the yˆi feature. This
way, each feature yˆi can have a lot of useful information to be
matched in the future. SURF descriptors are employed because
they not only prove to have performance that is similar to that of
the scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) [20] but also have
a lower computational cost [21].
VS and GS are communicated by TCP/IP. In our implemen-
tation, the VS is defined as the server that serves requests asyn-
chronously coming from the GS. When a request is received,
camera movement and feature information (emulating a real
range sensor) are sent. Fig. 3 illustrates the camera movement
information ovs sent to the GS defined by
ovs =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
ox
oy
oz
oθ
oϕ
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
ΔxC
ΔyWC
ΔzC
ΔθWC
ΔϕWC
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
ΔxW cos
(
θWCk−n
)−ΔzW sin (θWCk−n
)
yWCk − yWCk−n
ΔxW sin
(
θWCk−n
)−ΔzW cos (θWCk−n
)
θWCk − θWCk−n
ϕWCk − ϕWCk−n
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ (7)
Fig. 3. Parameterization for data sent by the VS.
where ΔxW = xWk − xWk−n, ΔzW = zWk − zWk−n, and
(θWC , ϕWC) denote the camera orientation, and they have
been obtained from the quaternion qWC . The k subscript
denotes the current step, and the k − n subscript is equal to the
last k step at the specific moment in which information was
sent to the GS.
Information about each feature yˆi = [x y z θWC ϕWC ρ]
is only sent if its estimated depth converges. This information
is related to a minimum number i of descriptors di. The
estimated depth r of a feature is considered to be converging
if 100(σρ)/ρ < l (in the experiments, l = 5). The feature pose
information is sent emulating a 3-D range sensor (Fig. 3)
si =
⎡
⎣
r
θC
ϕC
⎤
⎦
=
⎡
⎣
1/ρ
atan2(ΔzW ,ΔxW )− θWCk
atan2
(
(ΔxW )2 + (ΔzW )2,ΔyWC
)−ΔϕWCk
⎤
⎦ (8)
where r is the range and (θC , ϕC) defines the direction of r
in the camera frame coordinates. The entire packet sent to the
GS is made of [ovs, s1, s2, . . . , sn] and descriptors di. atan2 is
a two-argument function that computes the arctangent of y/x
given y and x, within a range of [−π, π].
III. SLAM PARADOX
From the estimation point of view, it might seem redundant
if we used a SLAM process to build a global map by using
the output of a modified monocular SLAM process (VS) as its
input. However, a closer view reveals that monocular SLAM
is a particular case of the general SLAM problem, and it is
constrained to very specific considerations. The objective of
this section is to justify the motivations behind our proposed
approach, in spite of this apparent paradox.
Monocular SLAM methods typically use patch cross cor-
relation and active feature search to match the features in
subsequent frames. Patch cross correlation is simple and fast,
and active search is attractive because it only directly focuses
on the area of interest, by maximizing computational resources
and minimizing the chance of obtaining a mismatch [9], [18].
These techniques are suitable when the incoming video has
to be processed online at frame rate. Such techniques can be
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applied if a single camera is being used as the only sensorial
input for the system.
In [22], where SIFT descriptors are used for the matching
process, a high frame rate cannot be addressed due to the
computational cost of the descriptors. Then, the robot’s odom-
etry is used for reducing the propagation of the uncertainty
when the robot moves. If any other sensor—apart from a single
camera—is to be used, a high frame rate is recommendable be-
cause the baseline between subsequent frames is small. There-
fore, the propagation of uncertainty is also small, constraining
the search for matching features to reduced regions. Neverthe-
less, when the robot moves far away from its initialization point
and describes a different path (closing-loop problem), patch
cross correlation and active search are not suitable.
Consider a typical run of a monocular system, as the one
described in Section II, for a sequence of 1750 frames taken
following a cycled trajectory (illustrated by the rectangle) in a
laboratory environment (Fig. 4, upper). The final map contains
about 350 features, and therefore, it has not been built in
real time, but it is useful for illustrative purposes. It can be
appreciated that there is a huge drift at the end of the estimation.
Note that the map and trajectory (except for the side effects due
to the second turn) are tolerably consistent. Consequently, it is
important to observe that the uncertainty in the camera position
is maintained stable over the whole sequence (Fig. 4, lower).
Therefore, it does not reproduce the real error propagation. As
a result, when the camera returns near to its initial position, the
active search technique is neither able to predict the position
of the old features nor able to find the closing loops after long
trajectories to minimize the drift.
In addition, when new features have to be added to the map
and the covariance matrix P is updated [(9), shown at the
bottom of the page], a bias is introduced in the system [23]
due to the nonlinearity in the measurement process. After
several initializations, the bias introduced to the map could be
substantial. This bias can also affect the active search.
Furthermore, when the camera moves far away from its
initialization point and describes a different path, it is likely that
the difference between the camera pose (when the features have
first been observed) and the current camera pose is substantial,
inducing huge changes in the image feature appearance due to
variations in illumination or point of view. If the image fea-
ture appearance excessively differs, the patch cross-correlation
technique will be unfeasible to address the data association
problem. In this context, image feature descriptors [19], [20] are
techniques adapted for addressing the data association problem.
Nevertheless, descriptors are difficult to directly apply to mono-
cular SLAM methods due to their high computational cost.
Fig. 4. Drift in monocular SLAM estimations. The upper plot illustrates the
real and estimated camera trajectory for a sequence of 1700 frames. Lower
plots show the estimation errors of camera position and their corresponding 3 σ
variance for 1350 frames. Note that the second turn is the main reason for error
propagation.
It is a clear tradeoff between the need of a high-frame-
rate operation and the data association techniques required for
addressing the whole problem.
IV. GS: MINIMIZING DRIFT
In the past, a single estimation process (EKF, particle filter,
etc.) has been tried for solving the whole problem of single-
camera SLAM. However, it seems that trying to solve the whole
problem at once is a very hard task. As a possible alternative,
a distributed approach is proposed in which the whole task
is divided into two concurrent estimation processes, each one
designed to handle in a natural way the previously mentioned
tradeoff.
In the context of the GS process, the VS described in
Section II is considered as a black box that provides
P =
⎡
⎣
Pxx Pxy1 Pxy2
Py1x Py1y1 Py1y2
Py2x Py2y1 Py2y2
⎤
⎦ Pnew =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
Pxx Pxy1 Pxy2 Pxx
∂yTi
∂xv
Py1x Py1y1 Py1y2 Py1x
∂yTi
∂xv
Py2x Py2y2 Py2y2 Py2x
∂yTi
∂xv
∂yi
∂xv
Pxx
∂yi
∂xv
Pxy1
∂yi
∂xv
Pxy2
∂yi
∂xv
Pxx
∂yTi
∂xv
+ ∂yi∂hi R
∂yTi
∂hi
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(9)
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appearance-based sensing in the form of feature descriptors.
Furthermore, it emulates typical sensors such as laser for range
measurements and encoders for dead reckoning.
A very simple scheme of SLAM was used for implementing
the GS, but other methods such as [24] can be used.
For the interprocess communication, the GS is defined as a
client connected to the VS. In the GS, an EKF is also used to
propagate the camera pose and the map. When a Kalman step
is completed, a request is sent to the VS to obtain the latest
odometry and range information [ovs, s1, s2, . . . , sn], as well
as the descriptors.
As far the GS is concerned, the camera-robot state is de-
fined by
xˆv = [x y z θ ϕ ]T (10)
denoting the pose and orientation in the world coordinate frame.
The prediction model fv(xˆv(k), u(k)) is
fv =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎣
x(k+1)
y(k+1)
z(k+1)
θ(k+1)
ϕ(k+1)
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎦ =
⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
x(k) + ux cos
(
θv(k)
)− uz sin
(
θv(k)
)
y(k) + uy
z(k) + ux sin
(
θv(k)
)− uz cos
(
θv(k)
)
θ(k) + uθ
ϕ(k) + uφ
⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
(11)
where u(k) is the control input
u(k) = un(k) + v(k) (12)
and un(k) = [ux uy uz uθ uϕ ]T is taken from the data
ovs (7) sent by the VS, then ux = ox, uy = oy , uz = oz , uθ =
oθ, and uϕ = oϕ, with v(k) being the noise added to the control
input u(k) for modeling the uncertainty propagation of the VS
odometry measurements. Then, vk is defined as Gaussian noise
with zero mean and a known diagonal covariance matrix U
U = diag
(
σ2x, σ
2
y, σ
2
z , σ
2
θ , σ
2
ϕ
)
. (13)
In the experiments, variances are empirically tuned. Further-
more, in Fig. 4, it can be appreciated that the translational
error is lower than the rotational error (a common behavior in
visual SLAM). If it is assumed that the camera axis x is gen-
erally aligned with the translational camera movement (Fig. 3)
(a common assumption in monocular SLAM using a wide-lens
camera), then it can be assumed that σx < σz .
The complete state that includes the features yˆ is built as
xˆ = [xˆTv , yˆ
T
1 , . . . , yˆ
T
n ]
T
, where a feature yˆi represents a 3-D
scene point i defined by yˆi = [xi, yi, zi], denoting a Euclidean
position in the world reference.
The observation model h(xk, wk) predicts a measurement
zk = [r θ ϕ]T of a 3-D point yˆi as follows:
hC =
⎡
⎣
hx
hy
hz
⎤
⎦
=
⎡
⎢⎣
√
(xi − xv)2 + (yi − yv)2 + (zi − zv)2
atan2(zi − zv, xi − xv)− θv
atan2
(√
(xi − xv)2 + (zi − zv)2, yi − yv
)
− ϕv
⎤
⎥⎦
(14)
Fig. 5. Real video, recorded in a laboratory environment, has been used in
experiments. An inexpensive webcam is the only sensor system.
where wk models uncertainty for the VS feature measure-
ments, assuming Gaussian noise with zero mean and covariance
matrix R.
If a feature measurement zi = [r θ ϕ]T incoming from
the VS [represented by si in (8)] is not matched against a
previously mapped feature, then it is initialized as a new feature
yˆi in the map
yˆnew =
⎡
⎣
xi
yi
zi
⎤
⎦=
⎡
⎣
xv + r sin(ϕ + ϕv) cos(θ + θv)
yv + r cos(ϕ + ϕv)
zv + r sin(ϕ + ϕv) sin(θ + θv)
⎤
⎦ . (15)
When a feature is initialized its related dn descriptors are
stored in a database and labeled with its corresponding yˆi
feature. To minimize the probabilities of mismatch, a matching
of an incoming feature with an already-mapped one is only con-
sidered under the following circumstance: at least two different
descriptors dn from the measured feature must match with two
different descriptors related with a single feature in the map.
A fast approximate k-nearest neighbor technique is used for
matching descriptors. A positive matching is considered if the
Euclidean distance to the second dk2 nearest neighbor is shorter
than 0.7 dk1 to the nearest neighbor [19].
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
VS and GS are implemented in C++. Communications be-
tween these two items are implemented over TCP/IP, and they
can run in the same computer or in different ones. In our
experiments, two laptops connected in a local network are
used to test the system. Network delays between the virtual
and global sensors are very small and, therefore, insignificant;
for this reason, they have been obviated. Nevertheless, if the
method is extended to challenging networking cases (e.g., long-
distance communications), more attention have to be put to the
protocol implementation.
First, a video containing about 1750 frames has been
recorded, walking over a predefined cycled trajectory inside a
laboratory environment. A wide-lens camera has been used as
the sensor. This video is used as the input of the VS. The system
runs at video frame rate (real time), (Fig. 5). In this paper, the
term “real time” means that the time elapsed between acquired
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Fig. 6. Progression for the camera pose (frames 60, 560, 1630, and 1700) and map estimates. (a), (c), (e), and (g) VS. (b), (d), (f), and (h) GS. A video of
1700 frames has been captured following a predefined closed trajectory. Note that the VS map contains a stable number of features along the trajectory. At frame
1630, the drift in the trajectory and the uncertainty propagation (represented by the ellipses) in the GS features can be appreciated (xz view). At frame 1700,
the GS has successfully detected some matches, the map has correctly been built, and the camera pose has been set right. Furthermore, note how the features
uncertainties have been minimized.
camera frames (in the VS) is large enough to process a step of
the algorithm in the VS and in the GS.
Fig. 6 shows the results for the distributed monocular SLAM
system. Fig. 6(a), (c), (e), and (g) (left side) illustrates the output
of the VS, and Fig. 6(b), (d), (f), and (h) (right side) shows the
output of the GS, corresponding to frames 60, 560, 1630, and
1700. At frame 60, some features have been initialized in the
VS [Fig. 6(a)]; the GS has not yet received information about
these features [Fig. 6(d)] since their depth has not yet converged
in the VS. Furthermore, note that the screen of a PC monitor has
been used as the only reference to recover the metric world. The
grid of the GS plots measures 0.5 m × 0.5 m. At frame 560,
several features have been added to the GS map [Fig. 6(d)].
Note that the VS has dropped several features from the map to
maintain a stable frequency operation [Fig. 6(c)]. At frame 1630
[Fig. 6(e) and (f)], there is a huge drift among the trajectory and
the map. In Fig. 6(e), note the difference between the estimated
trajectory and the real one (illustrated by the rectangle). In this
case, it can be appreciated that turns are the main cause of the
error propagation (note the turn at the second corner). Fig. 6(f)
shows the uncertainty propagation for the measured features in
the GS.
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At frame 1700, the camera has returned near to its initial
position, and the GS has successfully detected matches, and it
nicely closes the loop. Fig. 6(h) shows the xz view of the final
map and camera position estimates. It can be observed how the
map has correctly been built, how the feature uncertainty has
been minimized, and how the drift in the camera position has
been fixed. At the end, about 360 features have been initialized
in the VS (maintaining in the state an average of 20) on one
hand. On the other hand, 147 features have been initialized in
the GS. These latter features contain a lot of useful information
for data association (descriptors).
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
A new distributed framework for addressing the general
problem of 3-D visual SLAM using a single free moving
camera has been presented in this paper. The key idea is to
divide the whole task into two concurrent estimation processes.
One attribute of this approach is that it decouples the fre-
quency operation of the input (camera) and the output (final
camera position and map estimation). If only a single camera
is to be used as sensory input, a high-frame-rate operation is
desirable. However, when the map grows while maintaining the
camera frequency operations, it becomes very difficult to keep
the rate of processing. In the distributed scheme, the operation
frequency of the GS does not depend on the operation frequency
of the VS. Therefore, if the GS map grows, it could be updated
at slower rates in relation to the camera frame rate. Monocular
SLAM could profit from the use of different data association
techniques such as active search and image feature descriptors.
However, there is a tradeoff between the need for a high-frame-
rate operation and the data association techniques required for
addressing the whole problem. The proposed scheme naturally
handles these data association techniques. The VS benefits from
the use of the active search for matching features frame to
frame at high operation frequency. The process of matching
features using image descriptors (useful for detecting loops
after long camera trajectories or when there is a huge drift in
the estimation) is not necessarily implemented with an active
image search approach, because descriptors representing the
current detected features can be matched with a database of
previously stored feature descriptors. This kind of matching
approach is coherent with a general SLAM scenario (such as
the GS), where observations come from an abstract sensor and
the influx of observations does not depend on the estimation
machinery.
In the experiments presented, real image sequences have
been used. The C++ system implementation runs in real time.
VS and GS reside in different local network PCs communicated
by TCP/IP. The experimental results are positive. In the ex-
ample presented in this paper, the map and camera trajectory
estimated by the VS shows a huge drift, but it has successfully
been minimized by the GS. The modularity of the method
allows other techniques for implementing VS and GS. The
presented framework is also suitable for cooperative mapping
contexts using more than one VS and a single GS connected by
a network.
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